The JUNO Awards Just Launched A Program That Will Cover The Cost Of Submission Fees For Independent Canadian Artists From Underrepresented Communities And Here’s How You Can Apply

The JUNO Awards is on the hunt to recognize independent Canadian artists from underrepresented communities right now and they just launched a brand new program that will cover the cost of award submission fees.

So, if you’re an independent Canadian artist, from an underrepresented community, and believe that you’ve made your mark in the music industry, then what are you waiting for?
Supporting independent Canadian artists from underrepresented communities

Each year the JUNO Awards celebrates Canadian artists that transcend boundaries and propel the music scene forward in an immeasurable way, and thanks to a brand new program called the JUNOS Submissions Access Program Powered by TD, you can get your submission fees covered in up to five categories.

This program makes it possible to highlight the contributions of independent Canadian artists from underrepresented communities to Canada’s music scene, and that could be you.

The JUNO Awards also updated their Rap Recording of the Year category, which is now split into two categories for the first time ever: Rap Album/EP of the Year and Rap Single of the Year.

Indigenous Artist or Group of the Year will also be split into two categories: Contemporary Indigenous Artist or Group of the Year and Traditional Indigenous Artist or Group of the Year. Additionally, a new category for Underground Dance Single of the Year has also been created for 2022.

Canada is no stranger to talented independent artists who are still waiting for their moment of recognition. If you or someone you know is interested in this opportunity, now is your chance.

The JUNO Award submissions close on November 5, 2021, but the Access Program application deadline is November 8.

For more information and to apply, click here.